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Background & Purpose
 Feature of tabletop display (e.g. free movement of data)
are appropriate for browsing multiple documents
 However, in such a situation, important documents
may be buried, just as they do in the real world

Setting Importance by Writing

Analysis

Implemention

 We asked (1) why, (2) where, and (3) what they wrote to
their document, and the importance of each document into
three grades.

 User can select the mark and color, and sort the documents
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 We aim to develop a system that can automatically
suggest important documents
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Definition of Importance
 What parameters does contribute to the documents
importance?
We focus on Writing and Position of the document

Setting Importance by Writing
 The amount of notes contribute to the importance
 The documents which have larger amount of notes are
more important

Setting Importance by Position
 The location of notes contribute to the importance
 The documents closer to user are more important
 The document top of stacking is most important

More Important

We aim to the system that can adapt each user’s
preference based on their natural behavior
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Setting Importance by Position

Analysis

Implemention

 Using approx. 10 documents that they had used recently,
and to imagine making new document using these
documents as references.
 We measured (1) the position, (2) stacking order, and
(3) count of touches. After the task, we asked rate the
importance of each stack.

 We made a model using parameters
of distance and stacking order to
calculate importance of document In
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Future work
 Considering to use the other parameters, and
combination of parameters
 Evaluating the usefulness of our system through the
experiments
 Implementing a learning function
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